Curriculum Clarity Template
Gaining clarity of the curriculum intent for a unit of study
(a guide with prompts and examples can be found here: https://school-inclusion.com/inclusion-in-action/teaching-and-learning/ )

Investigating author’s language in a narrative – Year 4 English
1. Achievement Standard

2. Assessable Content Descriptions
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3. Identify the key components of curriculum, cognition, context and complexity
Achievement Standard and Content Descriptions:








Use language features to create coherence and add detail
Create structured texts that show understanding of coherence
Understand how images and details extend key ideas
Use language features to add meaning to sentences
Demonstrate understanding of grammar
Use accurate spelling and punctuation
Re-read and edit work to improve meaning

Year Level Description:
Students create a range of imaginative, informative and persuasive types of
texts including narratives

Elaborations:














Become familiar with the typical stages and language features of a simple narrative
Know how authors construct texts that are cohesive and coherent
Identify how participants are tracked through a text by using pronouns
Describe how text connectives link sections of text
Exploring and experimenting with quotation marks
Create richer, more specific descriptions through the use of noun groups/phrases
Investigate how adverb group/phrases and prepositional phrases can provide details
Sharing and discussing students understanding of the effects of literary techniques
Collaboratively plan, compose, sequence and prepare literary texts
Use appropriate simple, compound and complex sentences to express and combine ideas
Use grammatical features for effective descriptions
Revise written texts
Publish texts

Personal and Social Capability

Literacy:







Comprehending texts through listening, reading and viewing
Composing texts through speaking, writing and creating
Text knowledge
Grammar knowledge
Word knowledge
Visual knowledge

Ethical Understanding



Understanding ethical concepts and issues
Reasoning in decision making and actions
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Self-awareness
Self-management
Social awareness
Social management

Critical and Creative Thinking:





Inquiring - identifying, exploring and
organising information and ideas
Generating ideas, possibilities and actions
Reflecting on thinking and processes
Analysing, synthesising and evaluating
reasoning and procedures
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4. Consolidate this information into a Learning Objective and Success Criteria for the unit of study
Students are learning to create an imaginative new chapter for a book
They will be successful when they can:


Create a structured text for an audience



Use language features to create coherence and add detail to their texts



Create a text that shows understanding of how images and detail can be used to
extend key ideas



Demonstrate understanding of grammar



Use accurate spelling and punctuation



Re-read and edit work to improve meaning

In addition, teachers may wish to articulate what students need to know, be able to do and think
about in order to be successful in the assessment task.
This process draws alignment between the achievement standard, curriculum elements and the
context of the assessment task, explicitly identifying the aspects required for success. It demonstrates
the connection between curriculum input and output expectations.
The following Unit Analysis table for this unit of study has been extended to reflect the provision of
substantial (alternate access point) and extensive (individual learning goals – Literacy level 1b)
curriculum adjustments to meet the needs of identified students in the class.
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Unit Analysis Table
Unit Analysis
Know

Curriculum Adjustments

Do

Think

Substantial
(Year 1 Access Point)

Extensive
(Individual Learning Goals)

How to create literary texts
by developing storylines,
characters and setting

Draft and publish an
imaginative new chapter
based on characters and
setting from a familiar novel

What new ideas from the
chapter could you explore?
What characters and settings
could you include?

Draft and publish a short
imaginative text based on
the retell of a familiar
story

Use informal behaviours
that show consistent
anticipation of events
Use informal behaviours to
communicate a single
message

How texts are made cohesive
through the use of linking
devices.

Use pronoun referencing and
text connectives to link ideas and
sequence events of the plot.

Where could I replace character
names with pronouns?
What text connectives could I
use so my story flows better?

Use repetition, contrast and
vocabulary patterns.

Attend consistently to familiar
texts.

That the meaning of sentences
can be enriched through the
use of noun and verb
groups/phrases.

Use noun and noun groups to
enrich sentences and describe
character and settings.
Use verbs and verb groups to
describe characters’ actions,
behaviours, thoughts, feeling
and speech.

How could I add more
description to characters and
settings?
What words can I use to describe
actions, behaviours, thoughts
and feelings?
Could I use different vocabulary
(words)?

Use sentences that describe
what is happening, who/what
is involved, and the
surrounding circumstance.

Respond to questions about a
picture book.

How adverb groups/phrases
and propositional phrases work
in different ways to provide
circumstantial details about an
activity.

Use adverbs and adverb groups
and propositional phrases to
provide circumstantial details of
events and add interest.

Have I included details such as
who, when, what and where for
key events?

Use effective words to
describe a place, person and
event.

Respond to questions about a
picture book.
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How authors and illustrators
make stories exciting, moving
and absorbing for an audience.

Use language features to
develop characters and plot
tension.

How texts vary in complexity
and technicality depending on
the topic and the audience.

Use a range of sentence
structures to express and
combine ideas.
Incorporate a narrative text
structure.
Develop a plot that follows a
logical sequence.

How to use quotation marks to
signal dialogue and quoted
speech.

What language features can I
use to develop characters and
plot?
What impact do the language
features have?

Use learned knowledge of
text structure and grammar.
Apply new vocabulary.

Attend consistently to familiar
texts.
Refuse or reject a text.

Have I included an orientation,
events, complication and
resolution?
Does my narrative have a logical
sequence?

Develop a plot that follows a
basic narrative structure.

Demonstrate anticipation of
predictable events.

Use direct speech to reveal
characterisation.
Punctuate using quotation marks
for dialogue.

Have I used speech?
Have I used quotation marks to
punctuate the start and end of
speech?

Write different types of
sentences and use
appropriate punctuation (full
stops, question marks,
exclamation marks).

Respond to questions.

How authors use illustrations to
enhance the story and develop
key aspects of characters and
plot.

Describe an appropriate
illustration for the new chapter
and how it would support and
enhance the story.

What detail should I include in
an illustration and why?
What would the illustration add
to my story?

Draw or describe an image to
accompany the text.

Attend consistently to familiar
picture books.

How to re-read and edit for
meaning.

Add, delete or move words to
improve narrative structure,
character development and plot
tension.
Proof read to identify and rectify
inaccurate spelling and
punctuation.

Does my narrative make sense?
Do the sections of my narrative
connect?
Is my spelling and punctuation
accurate?

Add or delete words to
improve meaning.
Check for inclusion of capital
letters and full stops.
Identify words that might not
be spelt correctly.

Respond to questions.
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5. Consider the literacy demands and proactively plan how these will be taught and adjusted:
Literacy Demand
Read and comprehend task

Tier 2 vocabulary

Compose texts

Support/Adjustment
Task broken into sections
Organisational scaffolds
Visual cues
Reader
Text to speech
Clarify understanding
Guide and prompt
Explicitly teach and review key words
Provide visual cues
Student friendly definitions
Highlight/bold key words
Provide known synonyms
Planning scaffolds
Prompts
Modelled responses
Sentence starters
Scribe
Speech to text
Voice/video record verbal responses
Story building applications

Note: the general capabilities literacy continuum can be utilised to inform supports and adjustments to the literacy demands

6. Consider the summative assessment conventions (technique, type of text, mode and conditions) and
the provision of access adjustments:
- identify potential/known access barriers (including literacy demands)
- remove barriers to allow students to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding and skills
- apply universal design principles
The current summative assessment is provided in a booklet which includes an instruction page at the
beginning, detailing every step required for the task. It then breaks the task into sections, providing complex
description of the steps originally listed. Some scaffolds and graphic organisers are provided at the end of
selected sections for students to handwrite responses. Lines to write on are not provided in all sections of the
task.
Things to consider:










Ensure instructions are clear and free of ambiguity
Consider the text size and font
Consider the layout (separate each step)
Adjust the complexity of the oral and written instructional language
Provide the identified supports and adjustments for the literacy demands
Include planning scaffolds and graphic organisers
Provide organisational supports and prompts
Provide access to texts of varying length and complexity for use as the base narrative
Provide flexibility and choice in how a student plans, creates and publishes their text
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7. Consider any additional adjustments for individual students:
The student accessing substantial curriculum adjustments will require an assessment task that reflects the
knowledge and skills identified at the Year 1 access point. This will require the complexity of the
summative assessment and the associated marking guide to be altered.
The student accessing individual learning goals may need to demonstrate their learning in a more
appropriate way – such as collecting evidence throughout the unit of study. The evidence collected may
include photographs, videos, observations and annotated work samples. This student may also require
personalised literacy and communication adjustments which would need to be considered for the
collection of summative assessment, and also throughout the teaching and learning process.
It is recommended that multidisciplinary collaboration occurs in relation to curriculum instruction for both
of these students.
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